
    RB March 2016

    Officers' Reports

    Seneschal
    Chris – nothing.

    Web Minister
    Stacy – The site looks spiffy.  Need to make sure it meets all the EK and Malagentia rules.  All the 
legalese needs to be checked.  Everything will be posted on the site.
    Chris – It's not official until it's FB official.  And how many centuries are the SCA behind?

    Exchequer
    Paul – 1552.50

    Thrown Weapons
    Paul – Nothing new with thrown.

    Chatelaine
    CeCe is still in Chicago.
    Kim – Gold Key was awesome.  Leslie & Terri came up with cloth, Brooke donated too.  There was 
a herald's meeting in the other room.  On April 2 they will gather for tunics, and fluffier women.  I'm 
also putting together a small flier for demos, telling about what's happening and when.  A racking class 
on the 20th.  All these are going online.

    A&S
    Sara – Chris is working on building a tent and arrows, as well as all the other things Kim covered.

    Kids
    Brooke – They are changing the process and she cannot move forward until they change the process.

    Archery
    Chris – Starting to look like Spring, but we need weapons and targets for practice.  Going out to get 
the stuff and can always use help to build them.  
    (Archery practice was held in Winthrop on Saturday Marrch 26th.  Targets were finished for that 
gathering.  Approximately ten people attended.)

    Heraldry
    Dave – Hasn't been resubmitted because he's waiting for something to be handed to him.  Once we 
have it we will pass around to sign to send it out again.
    RB device issues -
    The point isn't high enough
    the bird isn't right, needs feet
    bridge is a third charge, so shrink it and put it on a chief.  So the point doesn't need to be taller.  
White chief w/ black bridge.

    Chronicler
    Kendra – Things have ground to a halt due to personal and serious health issues.  Will keep plugging 
along.  Looking for a deputy.



    H&M
    Deetles – Monmouth F&G is a go on June 4th!
    Brooke doing family stuff.
    Need to make more signs.
    We should make a gift of signs to Malagentia.  (Deetles, Stacy and Dave will discuss this later.)  
Dave suggests 2X3 scraps to make signs.
    Want to decorate the inside of the building to look like a Viking longhouse
    Chalkboard for schedule so there's a visual.
    Kendra &Tracie offered to make tokens.  Will be using the wooden rounds Morty bought and 
carving a different raven stamp (has been approved by Deetles).  Something about H&M#2 on the 
back.  Dave brought up the leftover ravens from last year, and that we should use those to be added to 
the wooden token for those who are eating feast also.
    They are looking for a feast-o-crat.  Possibly CeCe or Sabine for the role?

    GNEW
    Sara – I went to meeting on the 6th.  Admission prices up to $28 family cap of $84
    Dogs are not allowed, other than service dogs, but no contract has been signed, so it's not set in stone
yet.
    They want us to all paint our tent stakes, but no contract has been signed, so it's not set in stone yet.
    We voted and are doing facilities.

    Stacy – What about the bank in Winthrop for our RB meetings?
    Kendra – I checked with the bank and there's a group that uses the room quarterly on that day.  (I 
checked back with the bank, and the room is being used in April, but I've booked it for our May 
meeting.)


